Frequent coexistence of Lewy bodies and neurofibrillary tangles in the same neurons of patients with diffuse Lewy body disease.
We examined the frequency of neurons with coexistent Lewy bodies (LB) and neurofibrillary tangles (NFT) in diffuse Lewy body disease brains, by a double-immunostaining method using MDV2 and Human tau. Double-positive neurons were frequently observed in the limbic areas. These neurons mostly revealed the feature of intermingled MDV2- and Human tau-positive substances. Immunoelectron microscopically, the MDV2-positive components were not in continuity with the MDV2-negative paired helical filaments (PHF). The MDV2-positive LB were surrounded by the small PHF bundles, frequently accompanied by the randomly oriented PHF within LB. In the intermingled neurons, MDV2-positive non-filamentous components without LB were found among the large PHF bundles. These non-filamentous components may represent the early stage of LB formation.